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M +. request of the Bureau of Aeronautics, Nawy Depsr&
ment, an engine cylinder barrel with dminum fins was tested
by this l.aborato~ (reference 1). Iater two mre barrels
manufactured by a method to be used in the factm~ produc hion
of large nuubers of engines were tested (reference 2). The
tests showed that the thermal bonds between the alumixnm fins
and the aluminum base aud between ths aluminum base and the
steel for all three barrel~ were very good. In addition, other
tests showed that the mechanical bonds between the cylinder
parts would probably lm satisfactory.

Based on the results of tests on a large number of finned
cylinders ~ an analysis of optimum fin proportions has been
msde (reference 3). From this anelysis it was predicted that
the heat transfer of the barrels reported in refermces 1 and
2 could be ~reciably increased by _ng the fin space from
about 0.052 ihh, the- spacing used- on th6 l&ee barrels
tested, to O.~ inch. The amuunt of increase, for instance,
was about 19percent fqr the cylinder describel in reference
1.

As a result of the foregoing analysis a steel cylinder
barrel with aluminum fins of the optimum spacing of O.w
inch waa made and the results of tests on this cylinier are
given in the preeent report. ~ purpose of the t+sts was
to detmmine the excellence of the thermal bonds between the
aluudm.m fins and the aluminum base and between the elumimm
base and the steel and to cosgmre the heat trmikf er of this
barrel with that of the bezwels with a fin space of 0.052
inch. Tests were also made to detmmine the adequacy of the
mchnical bonds between the fins and the aluminum baae and
between the eluminum base ad the steel. The tests w%re made
ut the requmt of the Bureau of Aeronautics, I&y Departmeclt.
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The epparatus and methods used for testing the present cyltir
bma were similar to those used to test the two bamds reported
in reference 2. The fti spacing of the barrel reported herein was
O.@l inch; the fin width, 0.375 inch: and the fin thicbess, 0.026
inch. The barrel reported in reference 1 had a fin space of &.052 “
inch, a fin width of 0.375 inch, d a fin thickness of 0.025 inch.
The two barrels of reference 2 had fin widths of O.JJg inch, fin
spaces of C.52 inch, and fin thicknesses of 0.025 inch. Tlw effqct
of fin space on heat transfer is determined in the present repoti
by comparing the results of the tests on the two barrels with O.~
inch fin #.d’&. These two barrels are ehuwn in figure 1. The
f* of the &.W.nch space cylinder was cut off to facilitate
inbti lation in the heat-transfer apparatus.

I?ISIIMS ANDDMOU5SICI.T

Heat-Transfer Tests

The surface heahtransfer coefficients q of finned cyllnd@%
have been correlated, as noted in reference 1, for an ai~flow
arranmment as used in the mresent tests (refemsnce 4). !bs, it

haa I&n found for cylirxier; enclosed
blower,

in a j-t and cooled by a

(1)

where

q

s

%

Vp1~

. .

surface hea%trensfer coefficient, Btu per square inch fin
surface area per %’ difference between the average tempe~
ature of the cooling surface and the ehteringyair tarpe-
ature per hour

average space between fins, inches

thermal conductivi~ of the cooling air, But per square
inch per ~ per second through 1 inch

the weight velocity of the cooling air pounds per second
per sqpare foot of free flow area between the fins
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N absolute vi scosi@ of the cooling air, pouds per
second per foot

. . . D -- diamiter- of cylinder at ~ti-tiot~ iiiihes’ ----

Figure 9 (d) of re&&ce l.} shmis a curve eskiblished fr& -
tests cm a large number of cylinders with an aiz+low arr~
ment as in the present tests, plottd in terms of functions
of quation (1). Surface heat-transfer coefficients for a
~linder with fin apl cylinder Wumsions the same as for &
test cylinder ‘were calculated frm tbls &rve for several weight
velocities between the fins. The results are shown in the curve
mdccxl “calculated coefficiantsn. in figure 2. The e+perimentel
surface hea%tranefer coefficients for W test ~lixder are
also shown in figure 2.

The experimedml coefficients are appreci~ly greater
than lib calculated coefficients. ~ tests were repeated
twice, and the setup completely checked. The oxpe*t@
ove~all coefficients U were also much ~eater than the
cal&ulated avmwll coefficients for the ~linders reported
In reforances 1 and 2. It was thought, in the case of the
~linders in these references, that the cliff erence was due in
part to the fact that no greater accur~ than that obtained
could be exmectd when comparing the results of any one
cylinder with results calculated from a corrdation curve.
T@ results of fi~o 2 are too far apart for this reasoning
to be applicable.

The experimental surfaco heat-transfer coeff icionts of
the cylinder reported in reference 1, onc of the cylinders
reported in reference 2, the present cylinder, and a steel
cylirder with integral fins of short width have been plotted
in figure 3 in terms of the fbnctions of equation (1). Also
plotted on the figure is the curve of refaronce 4 which has
been used in references 1 and 2 d in figure 2 of the
Presmt report to detomnine calculated coefficients. A new
curve can be dram through the data of @m cylitiers with short
fins that is

7
weciably higher than tho old curve. l?ef erence

to figure 9 (d of refermx 4 _ that some points for
cyliders with short fins were much higher than the faired
curve that was drawn thrcu@ the experimental points of all
the wliniers tested. lkcm the results of fi~e 3 it is
coachded -t the. Qld cor@ation curve is not applic~le “
“to”~liIltkS With at width fins, ~uation (1) ShOWS that .

fin width does not enter into the correlation, only fin
spacing. For large widths the fin spacing is tie predominat-
ing fin dimension in heat transf or, Ws case being analogous
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to heat transfer betwe= two flat platest mr til fln tidw 9
however, the caae is more analogous to flow throu@ ties and
channels and the fhnctions of equation (1) should proba’b~ inwulve
an ~qpivalent diameter” instead of fin spacet lbrther effort to
correlate data of wlird era with f Ins of various widths is needeL

!lhe experimental we-all heatdzansfer coeff Icients for
time pressure differences for the present cylinder and the
cylider reportai in reference 1 are shown In figure 4. The only
difference in the cylirders, as previously stated, is the fin
spacing. Ae mentioned in the introduction, the results of the
ana&sis to determine the effect of changing the fin space from
0,052 to O.@) inch, using aluminum fins, era given in figure 5.
The calculations are based on a fin width of 0.375 inch and a fin
thiclmess of 0.025 inch, the fin dimensions of the first barrel
tested. The results of figure 4 check the results of figure 5 in
that the qlinder with O.~inch space showed a hi@er heat transfer
than the 0.05+kh fin space cylinder. At g Inches of water
pressure cliff erence, for instance, the Increase in heat transfer
is approximate 26 pewent heed on the heat transfer of the 0,5%
inch space qli-. !the cmves of figure 4 are hi#er then the
correqmnding curves of figure 5 for the same pressure differeuceo
for the reasons” given in the discussion of figme 3, but the differ-
ence in heat transfer betweea the two cylinders on either figure
is approximately the sane. The coefficients of the O.og-inch fin
space cylinder based on either the taprature of the steel or the
temperature of the alumlnm base were ~oximately the same, as
shown in figure 4. This qyeement indicates that the themal bod
between the steel and aluminun base is satisfactory.

The fin width of the berrels reported in reference 2 was
0.43g inch and that of the barrel reported in reference 1 was
0.375 inch, as previously noted. It was shown in reference 2
that with this increase in fin width, at a given weight velocity,
the uver-all. heabtransfer coefficient increased ~oximataly
15 percent. Ellgure 6 shows the experimental over-all heat-transfer
coefficients of the four barrels for various pressure differences.
The greatest heat transfer was obtained from the cylinders with
0.43S=inch fin width aven though their fin spacing was only
0.052 inch, indicating the importance of fin width. The additi~
al fin width,ae compared with the 0.375 inch width, was more than
sufficient to overcae the loss in heat transfer that occurred
because the fin space was not O.Q inch. It is estimated that
the heat transfer of the ~11.nder herein reported could be increased
qqmxlmateQ 35 percent, or U would be about l.% Btu per
~ per square inch per hour at a pressure difference of g inches
of water, by incrming the fin width from 0.375 to 0.43g incL
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Thus, with a steel barrel with aludnm fins of 0.0g4.nch fln
W* - o.43Wlch fin width appmdmately 87 pezmnt more
&t tr~sf~ should be obtained as comptu+ H.t@ a @@
barrel with steel flm of“oi~lnch’--lipang ad o.375-inch
fin width. It is not nscess~ to test a barrel with optima
fin spacing and wider f’tns than are on the present @indar
to check the fore@ng estimates, as the effect is w~o brought
out in figure 6 with the 0.05&lnch fin space qylinders. “

The tests to determine whether the mechanical bonds
between the fine and the almimm base and between the steel
and the aluminun base were satisfactory were simtlar to the
tests made on the other three barrels’ previously @steal.
The barrel wascutin hslf, one half wascutin quarters, and
about an inch of one quarter was cut off. be edge of the
quarter piece was polished ~ etcbd, and the result *
In fi~e 7. The outllne of the fins did not show up as well
as on the prOvious cylinders, except for the two end fins,
although the time of etching waa ~ter for the present
barrel than for the other barrels. This result would indicate
thatthe bond betweenthe finsendthaalumintm base was good
but mch was not the case. The bond was worse than any barrel
that has bem tested. When ths barrel was received some of
the fins could be worked back and forth In their @eves.
Also the fins could be easily pulled fran their grooves with
pliers on the l-inch piece cut from one quarter. A similar
test on a l-inch piece from a former barrel showed that no
amount of pulling couM dislodge the fins. It can be concluded
tit the mechanical bond between W fins and alminmm base .
of the present barrel was very poor.

b steel was then pried loose from the aluminum base -
of the half secthn of the barrel. The force required to
remwe the steel from the almlnum base was h greater thap
in similar tests of fo~r barrels d it can be concluded
that the mechanical bod is satisfactory. There seemed to be
more mixing of the flux material with b aluninm ~ the
steel with the presexit” barrel than with the former barrels
as shown in figure 8, which shows the two sections, steel and
alminum base, of the half piece after they had been pried
apart . It haa besm noticed, however, In all the barl’dfl that
there didnotseen to beachamical mixing ofthaalmlnumin
the steel or of the steel in the alumlntnn. !Em bond seems to
be more analogous to the case of the pasting of two pieces of
paper together.

I -.—_____ . ----
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me Ovel—au heat-tmzlsfer Coefficient of the prestmt
barml”with a fin spacing of O.~ Inch was appmxhat~ 26
perc=t greater than b coefficient of the O.~ fln
space barrel at g inches water pressure difference. .

2. Eeabtransfer tests indicated that W theti bonds
be* the aluminum fins and t4e dwnirnm base ad between
the aluminum ba8e and the steel are very good.

3. Tests showed that the mechq@@l bond between the
fins and the eluminum base was vezy poor.

4. The mechanical boti bei&qn the steel and alumlman
-e was a little better than for the QX barrels tested
and is considered satisfact~w-

5. The banding of ths steel to the aluminum base does
not seem to be a chemical boding ~t is mom analogous to
the case of pasting two pieces of pepcm W@her.

6. ~ addition of fin width to the present berrel, if
practical, should increase the hat transfer appreciably.
k increase of 1/16 inch, for instance, would increase it
about 35 percent.

7. Il!ran the results of the present tests ad calculations
it is estimated that the heat transfer of a steel cylinder
barrel with fine of 0.@2 inch space and 0.>75 inch width could
be increased 87 percent if eluminum fins of O.@ inch space
and 0.438 inch width were used.

IaI@w Msmorlal &nmumtical. Morakwy,
I?atlonal Advisory Oomittee for Aeronautics,

Iangley Field, Va., llmniber 13, 1*. ,
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ia) Barrel with o.052-inch fin space.

Figure 1. - Engine

( b) Barrel with O.og-inch fin space.

cylinder barrels.
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Figure 3. -.l?olctim between factors involving q, fin dimensions, cylinder
diameter, and air-stream characteristics.
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,Fin space, in. O::;: 0.090
Fin thickness, in. ,026
Fin width, in. .3:5

.U, aluminum
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U, steei 0
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Figure 4. - bmparison of experimental over-ali heat-transfer coefficients for cylinders i and 4.
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Cylinder I 2 3 A I I
Fin space, in. 0::43: O::(); O:j:; 0.090 /
Fin thickness, in.
Fin width, in.

.026

Fin material
.37fj .4;8 .438
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U, aluminum
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U, steel
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Figure 6. - Comparison of the experimental over-all heat-transfer coefficients of the four
cy~inder b8rrels.
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Figure 8. - Half section of cylinder after stee was pried from aluminum base.
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